
2016‐02‐03 EC HouseComm Minutes 
 
“All halls” are here. (1W is 100% totally here) 
 
Rush Chair Elections 
You can self nominate but you should also nominate people you think are competent: 
 
hshackle spanjers 
yanisa jennieb says no 
ldecastr says no sadun says no 
banti says no cyqwang says pbhhhh what sure 
mickyk says no rusch says no 
kerriewu quacht says no 
pipes says wat no  
 
Candidates 

● hshackle, 5E 2018 ‐ here for rush and summer, can drive 
○ 5 classes 3 of them technicals.  
○ Extracurriculars: RingComm but it’s fine 

● yanisa, 4E 2018 ‐ here for rush and summer, can drive  
○ 6 classes 2 technicals 
○ UA sustainability 

● kerriewu 2E 2018 ‐ will be here for rush, not summer, can drive  
○ 51 units is manageable for her 
○ free like a bird 

● spanjers 4W 2018 ‐ probably here for summer, definitely for rush, can sort of drive 
○ 4 classes and one is 18.03 
○ Gilbert & Sullivan Players, can’t remember her other obligations 

● cyqwang  3E 2018 ‐ will be here for rush, not sure of summer, cannot drive 
○ 3 technicals and some half classes but will probably drop to 50‐something units 
○ OrigaMIT but it’s chill 

 
Lily ‐ Why do you want to be a rush chair? 

● hshackle‐ Rush means a lot to me, and it convinced him to want to live in EC and he 
wants to help EC put its best foot forward and look cool and awesome for prefrosh 

● yanisa ‐ likes planning things and rush is really fun. didn’t spend a lot of time in EC 
during CPW but did spend more time here during rush. Good at logistics and wants to 
give back to EC and this seems like a good way to do that and have fun 

● kerriewu ‐ EC was very awesome for me as a freshman and I want to make it awesome 
for the freshmen. I was super involved in last year’s rush and I want to stay super 
involved in a diff way 



● cyqwang ‐ I care a lot about making the culture stay awesome and bring in more 
energy 

● spanjers ‐ Rush is fucking awesome and I have a lighter load right now so I want to get 
myself into cool things like rush instead of weird clubs elsewhere 

 
nwfine ‐ What do you view as your role as rush chair? 

● spanjers ‐ I think it’s very organizational and lots of poking people to do what they 
need to do and make sure that everything’s working exactly as it should. Responding 
and fixing problem the moment chaos strikes (and it will). 

● cyqwang ‐ Making sure people are on top of their events and crisis management. 
● kerriewu ‐ Making sure events happen, working with people so that it’s as easy as 

possible for them to make their events happen in the way that EC wants them to 
happen and supporting what EC wants. 

● yanisa‐ A lot of it is acting as a liaison between people. EC wants events to happen but 
also EHS and administration and all these people need to be made happy, along with 
making sure events happen after all liaising. 

● hshackle ‐ Delegating work and making sure things that need to get done do, and 
stepping up to get work done when it needs to be. 

 
wkl ‐ What has your involvement in EC activities been beyond rush? Being in charge of other 
EC activities? Experience with EHS? 

● kerriewu ‐ BakingComm for Beast so I make sure baking things are around and stress 
bake a lot and bring free food to EC sometimes especially after ESP. 

● cyqwang ‐ Helped with Worse Ideas on 3E last weekend. There were events that 
people wanted to happen that I helped make happen. Both me and kerriewu also 
worked with EHS to coordinate Summer HSSP. 

● spanjers ‐ submitted stuff for two events for Bad Ideas. EHS interaction through 
Gilbert & Sullivan Players. Biggest EC involvement has been Pinkie’s (props to 
ameister), did a lot of work and poking and prodding and baking rolls. 

● hshackle ‐ Hall chair on 5E and Bad Ideas chair. Lots of experience with EHS and what 
they like to hear. 

● yanisa ‐ Hall chair on 4E for last year and has experience planning big events around 
campus like Trashion and SWE events. 

 
banti ‐ What’s your philosophy for deciding whether a project someone suggests is safe and 
when do you seek EHS approval or decide if it’s necessary? 

● yanisa ‐ Things with tools and building will obviously need EHS approval. I had a finger 
painting event that EHS wanted to know about during CPW, too, though. For things I 
wasn’t sure about, I would submit events and if EHS wanted more things like a 
proposal I would submit one. 

● hshackle ‐ Obviously if someone could hurt themselves like with tools we would work 
with EHS on that. I want to work with EHS and compromise with them to make things 
safe but also reasonable. 



● spanjers ‐ I would run everything by EHS at some level or they would get sad. I would 
think about how many ways something could go wrong and think of how scared I am of 
event and that’s how I would determine the safety aspect of something. 

● cyqwang ‐ What other people have said ‐ obvious things should get proposals 
straightaway. There are things we should keep an eye out for, but there’s probably 
also things we don’t need proposals for. 

● kerriewu ‐ There are things that need proposals but will probably get passed ‐ these 
should definitely go by EHS to build rapport. There are smaller things that probably 
wouldn’t need a proposal or get noticed, though. 

 
rudyg ‐ What’s your philosophy on hall‐based events and gear/shirts before hall rush? Also is 
rush too hardk0r3? 

● cyqwang ‐ I feel like I personally don’t really care but I’d open it up to discussion with 
other rush chairs and EC. I don’t have an opinion really. 

● kerriewu ‐ My personal opinion is that I would prefer if people avoided wearing specific 
hall shirts before hall rush, but at the same time if the general attitude changed and a 
lot of people wanted to wear stuff that would be fine. I’m of the opinion that if you 
submit an event I will do my best to get it run, but if only hardk0r3 events were 
submitted, I might suggest that people submit more softk0re events. 

● yanisa ‐ I don’t really care either way but if that were to be a policy I would e‐mail 
ec‐chairs first. If there were only one hall really wanted to wear shirts but everyone 
else were opposed I would go with that. I personally like the s0ftk0re events, but I 
want to make many events happen 

● henry ‐ I think the plethora of hall shirts in EC is part of EC. This isn’t just my rush, it’s 
EC’s rush. In terms of hardk0r3 events, I am here to make what you want to happen 
happen, but I do like hardk0r3 events. 

● spanjers ‐ Shirts are not really a concern. Laundry is hard. I wouldn’t be that upset. I 
think if a hall were actively trying to recruit freshmen specifically for their hall, that 
might be something to address. I think the best with hardk0r3ness is to point people to 
the more softk0r3 events. 

 
rkestin ‐ First, many events happen during rush that aren’t rush related. Do you want to be 
involved in those? In the past years, rush has been focused on having a few big projects as 
opposed to many small. Where do you see rush going with that? 

● yanisa ‐ I wouldn’t be doing anything during rush except rush. I like smaller events 
better because more people who want to run events can get the funding to run events 
and there are a lot more events in the booklet. Freshmen who are only interested in a 
few things can come to what they’re interested in, but really it depends on what 
people want to do. 

● kerriewu ‐ I would only do rush during rush. In terms of projects, are you asking about 
construction or events? (Either.) I would like to have more smaller construction 
projects because then more people can get involved in leading those projects, and 
more people can interact with the construction projects as opposed to having limited 



use. I think small events have more personal impacts on freshmen, so I would like to 
support those. I wouldn’t want too much going on at once though, so there’s a 
balance. 

● cyqwang ‐ There’s the burn that I might be involved in that’s not officially EC, but 
that’s it. Events‐wise, I prefer many smaller events because we want to show them as 
much of us as we can. We can have what people want yo 

● spanjers ‐ I will have to do a couple orientation events for Tech Catholic Community, 
but there are others involved in running these as well, so it won’t be much. Large vs. 
small, it depends on what people want to do and what they submit. I wouldn’t cut 
small projects because people want to do big things, but if a couple really big things 
are submitted and not many small ones that’s just how it is. 

● hshackle ‐ I would show freshmen around a couple nights, but that’s pretty restricted 
time‐wise. Many other people seem to want to bring smaller events back because it 
helps people bond with upperclassmen but if you want a rollercoaster I’ll try to make 
a rollercoaster happen. 

 
hemanaka ‐ How do you deal with stress and sleep dep? 

● yanisa ‐ I’ve gotten around 5‐6 hours of sleep/night since middle school and I’m 
fiiiiine. I like coffee. For stress, I usually deal with stress by venting to other people 
and I hopefully have friends who listen to me. 

● henry ‐ For stress, I work. It’s idealized but it’s actually how I deal with stress, by 
getting things done because it makes me feel better about myself. For sleep, I 
schedule naps and schedule many other things. 

● spanjers ‐ I try to deal with whatever’s stressing me out and I’ll try to stay rational 
about what’s getting me stressed. I need more sleep than many around here but it’s 
easily sorted by caffeine. Sometimes when I’m sleepy I act happy and strange. 

● cyqwang ‐ I don’t drink much caffeine so when I do I’m VERY AWAKE. I work well with 
working a lot for two weeks and crashing afterwards. When I’m working I’m usually 
stressed. But ehhsdgl;ashdf 

● kerriewu ‐ Stress makes me work a lot faster, but if it gets to the point where I need a 
break, I’d probably go work out or stress bake. Re: sleep dep, I tend to function pretty 
well because then I feel like I need to keep working. Napping is also good. I can still 
wake up if I’m sleep deprived. 

 
sadun ‐ What don’t you like about how we do rush? How should we change it? 

● hshackle ‐ I want to get people more excited and active with rush, and more people 
out in the courtyard. I want to encourage overall enthusiasm and participation. 

● yanisa ‐ I want prefrosh more involved, especially with building projects. Pushing 
deadlines back a little so people can contribute more to what we show to all of MIT. 

● kerriewu ‐ SImilar to hshackle. I want more people involved. This could take the form 
of making the events proposal/submission process easier. I want more events where 
prefrosh can more personally interact with EC people. 



● cyqwang ‐ Similar to kerriewu, but I also want more upperclassmen involved. They 
bring a lot of insight talking to frosh and stuff. 

● spanjers ‐ I want to encourage current residents to talk to prefrosh because it’s what 
attracts them to one dorm over another. I want to encourage people to approach 
prefrosh huddles, to make prefrosh feel more comfortable here instead of being 
scared of us. 

 
kdauber ‐ Suppose you hear an event is not going to happen. You and all chairs have class at 
the time, esp if you can’t find anyone else to take over the event? 

● spanjers ‐ Probably my first move would be to see if there’s another event prepped 
that we can move into that timeslot, because it’s possible that prefrosh will show up 
for said event and they should have something to do. Barring that, put YouTube videos 
on projector in Talbot with lots of cats. See if snacks can be scrounged up. 

● cyqwang ‐ See what I can do remotely and maybe have backup plans in advance like 
something easy to execute. We can figure it out. 

● kerriewu ‐ First I would see if anyone else plausibly could run the event remotely or if I 
knew someone who wanted to help with rush I could reach out and be like halp. If that 
doesn’t work out, having easy to execute backup plans is good. 

● yanisa ‐ I would first do what kerriewu said and e‐mail out to specific people, and if 
that didn’t work, e‐mail out to ec‐discuss and if no one replies and I can’t be there, I 
would ask someone to make a sign notifying of rescheduling or cancellation. If prefrosh 
come for the event, I would point this out to EC and try to get them engaged in 
something like rush burgers or building. 

● hshackle ‐ I would definitely have a backup plan before rush because these things 
happen. Social events are super easy, Netflix and chill with the prefrosh. Totes EHS 
approved. 

 
Three chairs will be selected. 
Yay hshackle, yanisa, and kerriewu. 
 
EC Closing 
Colombo needs to sign off on it but it’s pretty certain that EC will be closed this summer to 
build AHM apartment and for repairs. All of MacGregor will be open, and Random to 
compensate. They are planning to clean all rooms in both parallels, and repair kitchens, 
carpets, and various borked things. Rob and Carrie will start a spreadsheet of broken things. If 
you have something in your room that is broken, you should put it on that when it gets sent 
out. People are concerned about murals on hall. We will probably need to plan out a way to 
label areas that should not be painted over. If you have suggestions for how to go about this, 
e‐mail them to us. rcm says it’s hard to tell what’s art and what’s not especially in bathrooms 
and kitchens. The laundry room will be painted over but we’re not getting new dryers (long 
live dryer 21). We will also be discussing hall property later this semester. SH didn’t have 
early returns this year because it was under construction, but we won’t have scaffolding on 
the building, so probably we won’t have to worry about this. Pros: The basement will be open 



for storage. We’ll discuss things like lofts and murals in more detail later. Come to 
HouseComm next week for AHM apartment discussion and also more EC closing!  
 
The valuables cage will not reopen for storage. It will be locked. It will be used in future for 
actually valuable things. This isn’t really immediate, and we can discuss details and ideas 
later. 
 
Will there be more done about cockroaches? Yes, one of the plans is pesticide. 
 
CPW Chair Elections 
rusch says sure spostak (pipes says no for her) tristanh says thanks no 
allie says no spanjers says no jakobw says okay 
mickyk says no emittman says no nguyenin says nooooo 
yanisa says wtf no webyun says pls no will[ie/y] both say no 
brendaz says yes hemanaka says no lnj says no 
tsims says uhh sure sadun says no lytle says yes 
ldecastr says no kdauber says what? nmccoy says no 
ameister says no bgheneti says no  
 
Candidates: 

● brendaz 2E 2018 ‐ Here for CPW, can drive  
○ 48 units, plans on not being very hosed to focus on other things 

● lytle 2W 2018 ‐ Here, can drive, can get a car  
○ 4 classes unless one is dropped 

● tsims 4E 2018 ‐ Here, can’t drive  
○ 4 classes, one is 9 units 

● rusch 3E 2018 ‐ Here can drive  
○ 4 classes 

● jakobw 3W 2018 ‐ Here, can drive but doesn’t want to  
○ 1 fewer class than last semester. 5 classes total but only 2 are technicals  
○ Also “some” extracurriculars. 

 
rkestin ‐ Half of campus never comes to EC because we don’t care what people think and that 
means many people are also scared of us. You can perpetrate or reverse this. What’s the 
plan? 

● tsims ‐ There’s this trend of how people think the east side is super scary and 
hardk0r3. Getting more people here and talking to other people shows them that 
we’re not always so hardk0r3 and that what we do isn’t that scary and also we do 
normal things. 

● rusch ‐ mobilize 5E to go to West Campus and get them to come back to us. 
● jakobw ‐ EC likes to promote the whole hardk0r3 culture, but we should make sure to 

have events from the spectrum of EC that people don’t usually get an insight to. 
● brendaz ‐ I spent about 0 time at EC over CPW mostly because I had a lot of trouble 

finding my way here, so signs might be good. I also agree with everything everyone 



else said and running events that appeal to people. What we put in the booklet’s 
description plays a big role in what people think of us. We should say things that sound 
approachable. 

● lytle ‐ I was a scared prefrosh who didn’t go to EC until Sunday of CPW and also this 
place is hard to find and we need signs. I do things that aren’t hardk0r3, too. I want to 
get people to talk to prefrosh outside of EC and show them where we live. 

 
wkl ‐ What’s your plan on getting upperclassmen out of the courtyard when everyone’s hosed 
during CPW? 

● cady ‐ Bribery. Freeze‐pops. You don’t have to be out there for like five hours. Even 
being out for an hour and p‐setting outside of your hall/room helps. 

● tsims ‐ Getting people to do events they like to do on a regular basis anyways. Nice 
things. Things where people come and talk. 

● rusch ‐ Rush burgers are great. They get people to come out sometimes. Also other 
stuff. Designated sad p‐set times in the courtyard and Talbot. 

● jakobw ‐ Make sure there are events that at least some subset of EC wants to help 
with and make happen. 

● brendaz ‐ Who doesn’t love a rush burger? We could also make signs labeling what 
classes people are sad about so they could be sad together and make the prefrosh 
happy. 

 
sadun ‐ Prefrosh huddle. How do you integrate? You must assimilate. 

● rusch ‐ Bust your way in. 
● jakobw ‐ Get them interested in things going on around them or find people who want 

to interact with them. 
● brendaz ‐ Get excited and ignore their awkwardness and talk at them until they talk 

back. Then point them in a direction or feed them. 
● cady ‐ Being equally awkward and excited works because then they don’t feel bad 

about being awkward. 
● tsims ‐ Introducing yourself and being excited are good ways to break the ice. 

 
pipes ‐ How good are you at communication? Replying to e‐mails on time etc? 

● cady ‐ When something matters to me, I’m good at e‐mail and I check my e‐mail a lot. 
Okay with talking to people in person. 

● tsims ‐ I respond to e‐mails very quickly and I’m not afraid to talk to people in person. 
● rusch ‐ Obsessively check e‐mails and replying isn’t hard. Not hard to set up times to 

meet with people 
● jakobw ‐ I tend to be available at odd hours but I try to make things that are supposed 

to happen happen. I’m good at getting things rolling. 
● brendaz ‐ My New Year’s resolution is to deal with every e‐mail within the day it 

comes in. I can communicate with people. My classes all end at 5. 
 
kdauber ‐ Interdorm event. Which dorm(s)? What event? 



● brenda ‐ Simmons. Something along Vassar. 
● cady ‐ Random and Next. We make a triangle and have an event somewhere in the 

middle. 
● tsims ‐ Next or Random. Random because we’re culturally similar. Next because we 

can bring people back with us. 
● rusch ‐ I like the triangle idea, but I also want a push cart system. 
● jakobw ‐ Holding centrally located events sounds reasonable. Some events here but 

with other people? 
 
Three CPW chairs will be elected. 
Yay tsims, jakobw, and brendaz. 
 
Comm Elections 
JockComm registers IM teams for EC. Usually 1‐4 teams. You send a form to get interest, 
register them online, choose captains, and make sure captains are on top of their stuff for a 
month or two for each sport. One mandatory IM Afilliation meeting per semester. 

● stortor is new JockComm by white ballot. 
 
CameraComm is important because their main responsibility is EC i3. This is first impression 
people usually get of EC. Involves filming various EC events and people throughout the year 
and taking care of equipment. 

● rudyg ‐ 5E junior. On darkest, most jaded nights, watches i3 videos to remind self of 
why he lives here. Wants to make an i3 with a narrative. Likes the 2003 i3 and also the 
Bexley i3 with “doahs.” Has done a lot of camera work. 

● tristanh ‐ 3E 2018. Cameracomm last year, takes film classes and has lots of video 
work in the past for admissions and other. 

● sadun ‐ did cameracomm 2 years ago, no video editing experience, but likes filming 
things and cares about final production. After the i3 was produced, kept going out to 
film things. 

● willywu ‐ Has been using Blender for the past 2 years also GIMP. Working with cirrus to 
be pro at photography. Would be interested in taking care of cameras and putting 
together i3 and give people an authentic look at EC. 

● lnj ‐ 2w frosh, edits photos for Technique and does a lot of photography, knows how to 
take care of cameras. No video editing experience. 

● nastya‐ self‐proclaimed unpopular opinion frosh. Likes to edit videos for fun, and likes 
going to events and could also film them. It would be a good idea to give people a 
better idea of what EC is. Wasn’t attracted to EC as a frosh because of facilities. 
Facilities haven’t really changed. 

 
What did and didn’t you like about last year’s i3? 

● sadun ‐ Had a lot of shots of a lot of EC‐y things, didn’t like second song. 
● willy ‐ Last i3 didn’t authentically show off culture. Wants to do that. 



● lnj ‐ Loved i3 from last year, was reason she decided to come to EC. Wants more halls 
represented because CameraComms tend to over‐represent their halls. 

● rudyg ‐ Agree about hall representation. Last i3 was an improvement. Wants to defy 
the i3 formula and really hit what EC is and go up and down all halls. 

● nastya ‐ Liked i3 and how it seemed like everyone can find something in EC, but didn’t 
like that halls weren’t all well represented. Wants to focus on personality of halls and 
how they’re different from each other. 

● tristanh ‐ Wants to move away from montage/narrative structure and do something 
different from formula. The i3 is what people send in. CameraComm covers some 
things but you have to send in videos of halls doing cool things to keep it balanced. 

 
Three people for CameraComm 
Yay, rudyg, willy, and sadun. 
 
We’re leaving because it’s 23:40. Come back next week for more comm elections! Also AHM 
apartment planning discussion! 


